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	The Internet is a dangerous place for applications. In fact, it is reasonable to say that you

	couldn’t create a less secure system if you tried. It is anonymous, uncontrolled, always on,

	and instantly accessible from anywhere. This is a world where every bad actor, cracker, script

	kiddie, and scam artist is your neighbor, and it is stupendously difficult to deny them access to

	your front door.

	

	And those are just the human threats. Any one person can control hundreds or thousands

	of distributed systems by means of scripting and techniques designed for clustered computing.

	Automated systems that make network requests, sometimes called robots, can be operated

	legitimately, as in the case of Google indexers or Akamai media proxies, but they can also be put

	to nefarious ends. Distributed Denial of Service attacks are a crude form of this; more sophisticated

	robots post advertisements on message boards, index prices across a wide range of e-commerce

	sites, or hijack processing cycles and bandwidth from other systems.

	

	Despite the protection we apply in terms of firewalls and spam filters, the Internet remains

	a hostile environment. TCP/IP is insecure by design, and intentionally so. Any system between

	you and a network server can read and modify the packets you send. In some cases, as with

	Network Address Translation, they’re supposed to. In other cases—firewall content filtering

	comes to mind—the ability to change the payload of packets lies outside of any specification or

	guidelines. And the problem isn’t limited to modification by intermediaries. Packets can be

	arbitrarily generated to look as though they come from somewhere else.
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The NeuroProcessor: An Integrated Interface to Biological Neural NetworksSpringer, 2008
This book presents the Neuroprocessor, a novel computational neuronal interface device implemented in VLSI technology. In addition to neuronal signals acquisition, it can process the data, generate stimuli and transmit the data over wireless channels, while using minimum electric energy.
The NeuroProcessor opens with a brief background...
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Fieldwork for Design: Theory and Practice (Computer Supported Cooperative Work)Springer, 2007
Fieldwork for Design looks at why ethnographic approaches have been turned to in the design of computing devices for the workplace, for the home and elsewhere. It presents a history of ethnography, both as it was practiced before computer science picked it up and since, most especially in the CSCW and HCI domains. It examines, further, the...
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Intelligent Assistant Systems: Concepts, Techniques and TechnologiesIGI Global, 2006
Information is becoming the raw material of modern society. That “difference that makes a difference” (Bateson, 1979) is the driving force of modern service industry. Our information spaces have been technologized and their size as well as their complexity increased. Access to information spaces and the capability to use them...
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Quantitative Methods in Project ManagementJ. Ross Publishing, Inc, 2003
This book combines theoretical and practical applications and takes project managers through the most important quantitative methods, integrates them, and illustrates interrelationships.

This is a practitioner’s book, combining theoretical and practical applications for project professionals. It is a loosely coupled work flow that...
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Communications Policy and Information Technology: Promises, Problems, Prospects (Telecommunications Policy Research Conference)MIT Press, 2002
New technologies, although developed with optimism, often fall short of their predicted potential and create new problems. Communications technologies are no different. Their utopian proponents claim that universal access to advanced communications technologies can help to feed the hungry, cure the sick, educate the illiterate, improve the global...
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Internet Protocols Handbook: The Most Complete Reference for Developing Internet ApplicationsCoriolis Group Books, 1996
Covers over 30 protocols, including new and forthcoming ones. Describes packet and message formats for the most popular protocols. Is easily accessed and cross-referenced; you'll quickly find exactly what you're looking for. Contains a guide for those confusing error messages that stump you. Reveals the Internet standard process from initial...
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